The Center in Law, Society and Culture presents:

**On Becoming Human**

**Friday, April 22, 2011**

**University of California, Irvine**

**Humanities Gateway 1010**

**Schedule:**

9:00 to 10:30 AM
Panel 1:
- **Patrick Anderson (UC San Diego), "To Lie Down to Death for Days"**
- **Jaye Austin Williams (UC Irvine), “Alienated Flesh at the Place of Trauma and Death: Unearthing the Un-human in Suzan-Lori Parks’ One-character Short Play, ‘Pickling’”**
  **Moderated by Bridget R. Cooks (UC Irvine)**

10:45 AM to 12:15PM
Panel 2:
- **Samera Esmeir (UC Berkeley), “Human Conscripts, Human Loss: Two Itineraries of the Human in Colonial Egypt”**
- **Priya Kandaswamy (Mills), “Domesticating Labor: Domestic Workers and the Geographies of Gendered Citizenship”**
  **Moderated by Jennifer Chacón (UC Irvine)**

12:15 to 1:30 PM
Lunch

1:30 to 3:00 PM
Panel 3:
- **Zakiyyah Jackson (Berkeley), “A Question Followed by an Exclamation Point: Grace Jones and the Limits of Purrrformance”**
- **Dean Spade (University of Seattle), ”Empirically Queer?: Standardized Data Collection, Nation-Making and Legal Equality”**
  **Moderated by Jared Sexton (UC Irvine)**

**NOTE: THURSDAY’S (APRIL 21st) KEYNOTE SPEAKER AND RECEPTION HAVE BEEN CANCELED.**

For more information, please contact Sora Han (sora.han@uci.edu) or Akhila Ananth (aananth@uci.edu), or visit the Center in Law, Society and Culture’s Events Calendar at http://clsc.soceco.uci.edu/pages/events-calendar.